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Research Notes 

Abkhaivan, S. I. A case of a 	In the course of study of the mutation 
different phenotypical manifesta- process in the left end of the X-chromo-. 
tion of a lethal mutation. 	some of D. inelanogaster, a lethal given 

the number .  76 was obtained. is long as 
this stock was carrid on throigh 
attached-Vs line (1(6  y v .f B/Dp21 x 

) nothing exceptional was noted. (For a detailed description of this 
investigationsee my works in Zoolog. Zhurnal, vol. 16, No. 2, 1937 and 
Dokiady Ak. N. USSR, No. 9, 1938).-.-Howev er, as soon as this line was made 
homozygous,4t.wasdeteed that besides the expected 176 y v £ B/Dp21 
male and 1 7° y v £ B/1 76 y v £ B/Dp2l females, there appeared as well 
yellow dahtrs, i.e. females homozygous for the chromosome 176  v £ B but 
having no Dp21S. The duD,1cat1on 2l "covers the rgion of the left end of 

 the X-chromosome where 170  is located. The stock 170  was further carried on 
in se a4way prpduced beside gray ’uales ang females a certain number of 
yellow females, i,e. females homozygous for 170. --.t careful study of the 
phenomenon revealed that females homozygous for the lethal can survive with-
out the duplication. In attempting to obtain cons from these females, such 
rere in fact obtained but only as exceptlons. 

Tablel 
176 , v f B/iT6 y v £ B x Florida’. 1 

i’?6  y v £ B/Floridayv f B 	&wild type 	My v 1’ B (176) 
non-dis- 	non-dis- 
junctional 	junctional 

83]. 	 34 	 38 	 12. 

--The non-di9jcticna1 females 176 y v f B/U(b y v fB were mated to Florida 
males. The offspring obtained was analogous to that given in table 16 

Table 2 

1,76 yv f B/Florida 	176 y v f B - Uwild type 	v fB(1 76 ) 
non-dis- 	non-die- 

junction.al 	junctionai 

1145 	 23 	 29 	 -. 

.--Diffeient results are obtained from the mating of iió y v f B7I7 6  y  v £ 
Dp215 x 176  y v f B Dp215. 

Table  

176 yv fB i76 yv fB l’?6yvfB l?6 yv fB 
I76 yv T 176yvfB Dp215 

Dp2l.5 

382 	 58 	 138 	 -- 

--As seen from this table’ females hon.ozygous for M carrying no dpl. ’215 
emerge in a lower number than females carrying the dupl. 215.  It seems 
probably that this difference is not due to the character of the lethal .but 
is depending on the frequency of disjunction of the duplication present in, 
the gametes of both parents. A more striking feature of the data presented 
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is the lack of 176 yvfB males without the dupl. 215,  iWhile it was possible to 
obtain sans with 176 chromosome but without Dp215  from mothers homo zygous for 

and carryng no duplication, such males were never produced by mothers 
homozygous for 176L  and carrying Dp2l,�Another phenomenon has still more drawn 
our attention* l 7° yvfB males obtained in the table 1 when mated to normal ,flies 

as well as ordinary) behave as quite normal males.�Of no less interest is 
the physiological character of the lethal mutation 76. The larvae of this line 
possess tumours which cause the death of such larvae on different stages of 
deve1opment,-& more detailed communication concerning this phenomenon will be 
given soon. 

Belgovsky, M.L. Deletion 
frequency in the BSL chroinóomea 	B3  males were X-rayed, the dosage being 

300 r, and mated to y v car fma1es0 
Individuals carrying a deleted OL 
chromosome were recorded among the F 1  
females. In a total of 36,638 females 

the following aberrant types were found: v BT-4, v car-1, vf Bo-1., v. f � car9-
3, v f-1 y v f-1. Evidently all of them, except of the last one, carried a 
deleted BL chromosome, the first two types having received this oromosome 
with the right break to the left of f, while the third, fourth and fifth types 
received a chromosome broken to the right of f. Thus the frequency of deletions 
in the BL chromosome was approximately 1/370 at the dose of 300 r. Deleted 
chromosomes with a break occurring to the left and to thq right of f are 
recorded with equal frequency. The 5  females carrying a deleted chromosome with 
a break to the left of fwere bred in order to secure the deleted chromosome but 
they proved cf,  very low viability and highly sterile. Only one of then had pro-
duced progeny consisting of 2 y v f car.9, while the other L died. It seems to 
indicate that the very lc.w deletion frequency recorded is at least partly due 
to the unviabiity of the flies hyperploid both for the y and f regions. 

Belgovsky, M.L. Symbols & 	 T(1;3) Del  143-3 Found by Neuhaus 
characteristics of mutants and 	 and genetically identified as a 
valuations, 	 deletion. Studied in metaphase plates 

by Gersheæson, who found no free 
deleted chromosome, but discovered that 
one of the autosomes had been broken in 

two parts. A genetical analysis by Beigovsky showed that the distal-end of the 
X, broken between sc and br, became attached to the proximal end of 3L (broken 
between st and the spindle fibre attachment), while the distal end of 3L Was 
evidently attached to the XR. 

Neuhaus, M, 	The influence of When single crossing-over between any 
separate arms of the .Y-chromosome arm of the Y-chromosome and the X- 
on secondary non-disjunction in chromosome takes place in the females 
the females of D. melanogaster. of the constitution XYX or XYLX, 

separate or attached, short or long 
arms of the 1 are produced.--The 
Obtaining of parts of the Y-chromosome 

makes it possible to study the influence of separate arms of the Y on theoondary 
non-disjunction.--Following results were obtained: 

Regular 	Exeptional 	 m 

I x 	.’ 2183 	101 	4.42 	0.43 

9 I Long arm x oo 997 	28 	2.73 

00
y-bb I short arm x 	. 2749 	LO 	1.43 	0.23 

y-bb ysys X  Od,, 2674 	136 	4 ,, 8  
y-bb 
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Shapiro, N.I.. X-rays dosage and In 1936,  an experiment was carried, out 
the frequency of somatic mosaics. according to our suggestion by otstu- 

dent TchØrkassova, V.I. in order ’to :study 
the dependency of the frequenqy of. 
arising mosaics upon X-ray’s dosage. .3 

to 52 hours old larvae were subjected to treatment. They were obtained froi 
the crossing of 4./f females to y w f males.. The frequency of occurence of, 
mosaic areas was studied in F1 males and females.. The results of examination 
of the F1 females are given in the table.--As seen from the data there is no 
linear proportionality between the -frequency of mosaics and X-ray dosage. 
If the mosaic frequency is studied for each gene separately, it is ,possible 
to notice that a deviation from the proportionality rule is manifested by 
mosaics for the genes yell-ow-forked, in case they are both present on the 
same mosaic area s  and for the gene white. No deviation from direct 
proportionality was obtained. for the genes yellow and forked separately. 
Unfortunately, the work could not be completed. In particular it was not 
found out what kind of changes (point mutations, deletions, simple breaks, 
somatic crossing.over) are responsible for the deviation from direct 
proportionality. Iowever, already the given above material, enables us to 
assert with gret probability that chromosomal aberrations play a doninant 
role in’thc formation of. r4Qsaicism. Somatic gene mutations arise under the 
influence of X-rays comparatively seldom. pprod.matively among the sam 
number of mazes  as the nuer o1 females studied, there were obtained 12 
somatic mutations of yellow, white and forked under the same X-ray’s dosage. 
--Somatic crossing over which can as well produce mosaicism can hardly be 
considered as its chief cause. This is proved by the fact, that forked 

	

mosaics (including y 	are more numerous than y-mosaics. Forked mosaics 
arise chiefly as the result of breakages in the inert region of the chromo-
some. The fact that most forked-mosaics are not accompanied by the 
manifestation of the yellow gene points out to the important role played by 
deletions in the formation of mosajcism. 

Table 
- Frequency of Somatic Mosaics in Females Raised from X-rayed y * f/f Larvae, 

L 	nn 	 OCW’ �,.. 	 I -i Ann 

ales studied 7520 6695 j 22814. 1120 11404 	1081 	- 
Tbtalnumber
of -mosaics 

l0i. 	67 
0.S60,089 1.550.15 2 . 9�  o . 35i 4 . 937  

203 
.34 7.20Th.69 9..620,89 

Mosaics for: 
white 16 45 30 l6 56 	51 

0.2]!0.052. 0. 67 !O.io i.31O,2)4 2.570.2S’ 3.98t0.52ji,,720,6)4 
yellow 15’ 

O.200.01 0.300.C67 
20 12 

0.70!0.13 
2913 	22 

0.93t-0.25 4  

forked 12 	33 16 	LL 16 1 	 316 
0.16o.o)460.)400.c8 	o.?oto.i7Il,o7.o.l  1.1L  0.27J.670.39 

yellow- 6 9 	21j. 	f 16 13 
forked 	0.01t0.013J0,09–0.03 0.40*0.i3  o.6Oo.i]J- 1.1140.27120b.33 

Technical Notes 

Sarkissan, S.M. A new method 	While studying the genetics of the domes- 
of selection of virgin females 	tic fly (Musca domestica) we encountered 
in Drosophila. 	 the neces’1ty of elaborating some proper 

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 	method of selection of virgin females in 
Musca domestica, This method has been 

L 1 B R A R ’’ 	 found in thO course of a series of experi- 
ments. It is based on the discovery of the fact, that if newly emerged flies 
are deprived of food, females can live during the whole course of their 
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starved life together with males and reriain virgin.--After this method was 
proved to hold true for Musca doiestica, it was surnthed that this phono-
menon can be used for other tÆxotiically related to Musca domestica groups 
of insects.. Therefore experiments were undertaken with P. ielanogaster. 
--Approxiiiately 220 females have been studied. They were all kept wit out 
any food together with males from the time of their emergence through 52, 
IL8 42, 28 and 17 hours. Not a single female gave offspring in the e)Teri-
ment .q . while the control females gave normal progeny. 

Sarkissian, S.M. Description of 	In order to obtain virgin females it 
the method of preparing cultures 	is necessary to put a scroll of paper 
for selection of virgin females. 	(a) in the vial (b) containing larvae, 

in such a manner that its lower border 
should touch the food with larvae and 
its sides cling close to the inner sur-

face of the vial. It is better to choose the period when the first adult 
larvae begin to pupate.--As soon as the desired nuiber of larvae have pupated 
on the surface of the scroll of paper, it must be transferrçd to an empty 
vial (c) containing no food, where it will remain for the rest of the time. 
In order that no food whatever should be transferred in the vial ac", it is 
necessary to cut off the 1o’ver part of the scroll.--The duration of life of 
starving flies varies greatly and is dependent chiefly on temperature and 
himidity conditions. Our experiments were carried out at 22 0C..--xperiments 
are being continued. 

.:.; 
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The victors in this competition are those individuals that come from groups 
in which the dominance of normal alleles and consequently contamination of 
the genotype with harmful muttious is the least., because in such groups 
harmful mutations could more readily . be eliminated and useful mutations more 
readily preserved by natural s.olcction.--A decrease in dominance brings 
about an increase in mutability,, the latter in its turn leads to a now de-
crease in dominance and so on. It is this conflict of the processes of 
increase and decrease in dominanco that determines the degree of dominance 
of gems in the population. --The disturbance of the species. system that is 
possible under conditions of complete iolation, during tho.process of 
domestication or transfer to. laboratory conditions, and sometimes even in 
nature, is accompanied by an increase in dominance and by a decrease in 
mutability.--There were two populations studiod: . one in Uman (Kiev Region, 
Ukraine) during tho. summer and fall of 1937 and the other in the . Nikita 
Botanical Grdens(xiear Yalta, Crimea) during the fall of 1937  and the summer 
and fall of 1938.--A  study of the frequency of phenotypical aberrations (i.e. 
deviations from the normal phenotype). in flies from six different centers of 
propagation (wineries, fruit depots, otc): has shown that a population, oven 
when it is rapidly growing, still consists of distinct micropopulatcns.-- 
The frequency of aberrations in the phenotypes of flies beloiging to 
different micro-populations is different and can be correlated with the 
intensity of selection, there being more aberrations whoreor selection is 
less intense. There are loss aber:ants among raigrant than among non-migrant 
flies. As the population becomes more numerous, the percentage of.aberrants 
incroasos. They are more numerous among flies recently hatched from pupaQ. 
(collected either as still unpigmontod, i.e �  just hatched flies or as pupae 
which complete th3ir development later in vials) than among flies that had 
already been subjected to the action of selcctipæ during the imaginal stage. 
Aberrants arc more frequent among fQnales than among males. As the popula-
tion grows this. difference is smoothed over.--Those conclusions are based on 
statistically significant data. 35,51  flies were collected in nature 
(either as imagoes by means of traps or as pupae) and 3,12 aborrants were 
found among them.--38 aborrants were studied with the purpose of doter-
mining the cha’acter of their inheritance. 218 (68.2%) proved to be 
hereditary..--Of the hereditary aberrations 173 (69.8r0) proved to be 
dominant, 7 (30.2% recessive. All the sex-linked mutations (26 cases 
studied) proved to be recossive.--Junong phenotypically siinil4r aberrations 
there were observed dominant aberrations as well as recessive ones, In - 
heterozygotos as well as in homozygotes penotrance and expressiveness of 
imitations are very variable. They arc higher among males than among females. 
The more pronounced manifestation of hamful characters in females scQras to 
be correlated with the existence of an extra factor of selection among males 
(competition among males for females). It was proved experimentally. (in 
cooperation with Alexandryskaja) that mutant males have loss changes in this 
competition than normal onos.-.-Soveral observations have shown that there 
exists a possibility of a rapid modification of a dominant mutant character 
into a recessive.--Most mutations are howoverdominant to some extiont.’--
This has been proved for lethals by R,A. Mazing.--This domi..nanoo of 
mutations inakcs them accessible to the action of selection in heterozygotos.’. 
--The concentration of hotorozygotos for lothais, visible and sterility 
mutations is nevertheless very high. Thus in the population of Nikita 
Botanical Garden each fly is hotorozygous for two mutations producing marked 
deviations from the norm.--276 lethals were detected among 1,905 chromosomes, 
87 visible mutations among 1,67 chromosomes (x, 2 and 3) and 29 sterility 
mutations among 18.7.  chromosomes (3) studied. Among 531  chromosomes 
investigated at Uman there was found one translocation (involving the second 
and the third chromosomes), lethal when. homozygous, --L.1 third-chromosome 
lethals detected in one of micropopulations of the Nikita Botanical Gardens 
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elgovslçf, M.L., Inst. of Gen. of We have studied the frequency-dosage 
he Acad. of Sci. of the USSR, 	relation of the lethal-yellow 
os COW. Frequency of minute 	’1tation&t occurring in treated 
hroLlosome rearrangements in 	scute °  chromosomes. These changes 
elation to X-ray dosage. 	 were chosen as, in our previous 

investigations (Belgovsky, 1938), we 
had come to the conclusion that they 
represent mostly minute rearrangements. 
Two doses of X-rays, namely 1000 r and 

000 r were used. Treated scute 8  males were orossodto yellow females and 
yellow daughters recorded. 	A total of 14,39 F1 females in the heavy 

ose series and 45,167  F1 females in the light dose series wore counted. 
he ratio of mutation" frequency at I000 r to that at 1000 r 	corrected for,  
.721 ’t0.776, the expected ratio in the case of simple proportionality 
eing 4.00. 	This result does not contradict the hypothesis that minute 
earrangement frequency is proportional to the dosage. 	The difference between to  

he frequency-dosage relations of gross and minute rearrangements thus 
stablished shows that the mechanisms of their origination are different. 
ssuming chromosome breaks to be induced by X-rays directly, we might explain 
his result on the basis of the independent breaks hypothesis in the case of 
roes rearrangements, and of the contact hypothesis applied to minute 
hromonenia coils in the case of minute rearrangements. 	If, however., chromo 
onie breaks are secondary effects of radiation and contact between chrorao- 
omos is a prerequisite of any break whatever, then it seems difficult to 
ut forward now an explanation of the difference found.�The similarity of 
roquency-dosage relations in cases of lothals and minute chromosome 
earrangements shows that either the former are mostly minute rearrangements, + 

r the frequency-dosage curves of point mutations and minute rearrangements 
re similar. 	The first possibility can evidently be neglected, as not all 
ethals cytologically studied by different authors were found to be 
ei’icioncies and as it is very improbable that point mutations are unable to 
auso the death of the organism. 	Therefore we must 	.dopt the second explana- 
ion and conclude that there is some fundamental similarity in the mech- 
nisms of origination of point mutations and minute chromosome rearrangements. 
£ the frequency-dosage curves of point mutations and minute chromosome 
earrangoments are really very similar or even identical, we must conclude 
hat thoir relative frequencies at different doses are the saie, and con- 
equently the relative frequency of minute rearrangements in nature (at zero 
ose) must be as high as at different X-ray doses. 	This being the case, 
hey must evidently play a rather important role in evolution. 

erg, R.L. , Leningrad State 	Increase in dominance of normal 
nivorsity, Leningrad. 	 alleles (and correlated decrease in 

� genetical analysis of wild popu- 	mutability) is gradually developed in Cr 

atione and differences botvicen 	the course of evolution in the interest 
lid and laboratory lines of 	of the individual. 	Haviever s  this makes 
’. molanogaster. 	 possible the accumulation of harmful 

mutations in the genotype of the indi- 
vidual and the formation of systems of 
balanced lethals, and it limits the 

ossibilities for the species to make use of favorable mutations. 	Thus a con- 
lict results between the interests of the individual and those of the species. 
-A lowering of dominance is possible in a species that has a structure 
daptod thereto, allowing competition between incompletely isolated groups, 
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proved to be changes of 29 different genes, 21 sterility mutations--of U 
different genes. The high concentration of mutant genes my be partly as 
the result of the recurrent mutation of genes.--Tho frequency of occurrence 
of lethals and visible mutations in all the chromosomes per generation is 
12.5% in the population of the Nikita Garden.--Tho mutability of the X, 2 
and 3 chromosomes was studied. In the progeny of y w f females crossed with 
wild males the percentage of males carrying sex-linked mutations proved to 
be nearly the sane (0.2% as in the wild state (0.297%).�The mutation pro-
cess and selection are apparently of primary significance in determining the 
gene composition of the population, while genetico-automatic processes are 
only of secondary significance. Wild populations differ from laboratory 
stocks by their high mutability and low dominance of normal aflcle � This 
difference is discussed more fully in another communication.�The detection 
of those distinctions between wild populations and laboratory stocks may 
serve as an indirect proof of the existence of a species structure of 
characteristically adaptive type. 

Various lines of D. melanogas’or, differing as regards their geograph-
ical origin, were compared with respect to different properties, such as 
dominance, mutability, etc. Such a comparison made it possible to establish 
correlations bctweein the properties studied. That such correlations exist 
has been pointed out by Muller, Haldane, Plunkett, Wright, and’ Goldscl’niiidt. 
There are grounds for assuniing that these correlations result from the 
activity of the gene in ontogeny, which activity may differ in different 
lines. High activity of the gone in ontogeny (which depends on gene dosage, 
i.e., on excess gone dosage) leads to the rapid attainnent of the 1argin of 
safety, the stability of form-genesis reactions, and, consequently higher 
dominance, low mutation rate, and but slight ability to form phenocopies. 
From this it follows that the mutation rate should be the loss affected by 
external factors, ’the lower the mutability.--The level at which intorgenic 
and interchromosomal balance is established rises with an increase in gone 
activity. ’ If balance lies at the basis of correlation and compensation in 
ontogeny, they (and c-onsoqiontly, viability under extreme conditions of trat-
ment) must be the greater, the higher is gone activity.--The difference in 
stability between genes of -the sex chromosome and those of the autosomes 
indicates a difference in the activity of those genes and, consequently, in 
their role in intorchroraosoinal balance. This is indicated likewise by the 
different level of intorchroraosonrnl balance –nex chromosomes and auto- 
comas (Muller, 1930)  and by the presence of a mechanism of gone-dosage 
compensations in the X-chromosome (Huller.. 1932, 1935). If the intensity of 
selection is a factor in gene stabilization, the difference in mutability be-
tweon genes of the sex chromosome and of the autosomes is greater, the 
greater the dominance of the autosomal genes, since it is this dominance 
that creates the difference in intensity of selection between sex-linked and 
autosomal genes. The higher the level of intorgonic and intorchromosomal 
balance of the individuals of any given line and the greater the difference 
between the sex chromosome and the autosomos in this line, the less should 
be the viability of individuals with disturbed balance (supe-fcmales). The 
writer made a study of the differences between lines as regards: (1) the 
frequency of occurrence of spontaneous mutations, both lethal and visible; 
in the sex chromosomes and autosomos; (2) the dominance in thom of mutations 
obtained from wild populations; (3) the viability of super-females appearing 
in the progeny from crosses between males from various lines and y w 1’ 
females (in these experiments Edna Brissondon participated); and (Ii.) the 
relative frequency of occurrence of mutations as between the sex chromosomes 
and the autosomes. The frequency of occurrence of phenocopies in different 
lines was studied by Lobashev and Solodovnik,, the dependence of the  
mutation rate on the physiological condition of the organism (the aging of 
the coma) by Zuitin and Paviovots, and viability under extreme conditions of 
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treatment (with temperature, narcotics, etc.) by Vladimirsky.�The character 
of the correlations between those propertes confirms their dependence .on 
gone activity during ontoaory. The possibility of establishing correlations 
for the whole gonot3rpe and not merely for single genes shows that changes 
in the activity of different genes apparently take place in the sane diroc-
tion. The existence of correlations points to the possibility of the 
coordinaod evolution of different properties. Wild lines differ, as a 
rule, fri laboratory lines in their higher mutability, lower, dominance of 
the normal al1eloinoiphs, less difference ’in mutability between ox-linked 
and autosonial genes, and greater viability of the super-females in the 
progeny of the males of those lines. The .diforonce in dominance is due 
both to differences of the normal allolomorphs and of the genotype as a 
whole.--The mutation rate aiiiong flies caught in nature is not lower than 
among flies of :tho .sarao. wild line kept in the laboratory for a few 
generations. The production ’o’ an isogonic line of one of the auosces 
also does not affect the mutation rate in the autosomes. This indicates 
that high mutability is a property of the genes  themselves rather than of 
the geno.t3o as a iiholo. Excess gene dosage is apparently groatoro as a 
rule, in lahoratory’than in wild lines. This may be due to the disturbance 
of the species system in laboratoz’y lines resulting from isolation. 

Dubinin, N.P.., Inst. of Expori- (i) Introduction: The progress of 
mental Biol., Moscow:USSR. 	modern genetic.s has shown the main 
The genetic structure and the 	hypothesis of 	Darwinism to be cr- 
evolution of species. 	 rect.. Following the investigations of 

Charles Darwin genetics has opened up 
entirely now prospects for the study of 
eolution.. We are indebted to 8, Wright, 

R.A. Fisher, J.B.S. Haldane and others for a number of fundamental works in 
the field of theoretical genetics and cvolution.--The experimental and, 
theoretical trends of our studies in evolution have starte.d from the works 
of several Russian investigators�S.S. TschotvorikoIf (1927), N..?. Dubinin 
(1931 etc..), D.D. Romashov (1931 otc.).--.(II) Theoretical Analysis of the 
Problem: The genetic structure. and evolution of the species has boon 
studied theoretically in connoct,ion with the analysis of the significance 
of the system of species formed under the influence.of ecological, 
biological, geographical and otbor factors. : These studios have led 
Romashov and the author (1931, 1932) to shqw that the role, played by 
casual stochastic deviations in the ratio of the gone frequencies (automatic 
genetic processes) is one..oI’ the most important phenomena of evolutionwhieh 
relates the mutation phenomena ’t9..tho zone of action of natural � selection..  
--During recent years those. investigations have brought us:  to a series of. 
conclusions regarding thu form and nature of the automatic genetic. proccsos 
in connection with various forms of isolation )  migration, numerical fluctua-
tions of populations and disproportion of sexes. Tho.special significance 
.of all those phenomena in the course of primary processes of species form-
ation has been established. Sov(,%ral of those. problems have boon mathematic-
ally w’kod. out by A.N. Kolmogorov, V.J. Glivenko and N.y. Smirnov.--’(III).’ 
Experimental Study of the Problem(A) (The Mutation Process): The, 
variability of the genes has beap investigated in visible, mutations (the 
sex chromosome) and letha,l genes (the sex and second chromosomes) of a 
number of populations of P. ue’lanogastcr. . The general pattern of gone 
variability in nature has bon studied. The results show that all kinds of 
morphological and physiological hereditary changes occur as mutations. 
Cexain pocu1iariti..s of the mutation process, which. are connected with the 
distribution of the genes which change the imitation frequency, have boon 
discovcrod.�Tho variability of chromosome structurP has boon studied. in 
natural populations in a number of species of the Drosophila genus. An 
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attempt to elucidate the peculiarities of chromosome mutations of different 
species has been made by moans of X-ray treatment and a comparative study 
of D. molanogastor and D. funobris.--(B) (Characteristics of Hereditary 
Variability in Populations 	6pulations contain an enormous hereditary 
variability which constitutes the basis for the evolution of s&parate popu-
lations and of the species as a whole. The most widespread mutation trpos 
are small physiological and iorphological mutations, and recessive lethal 
genes, and then structural chromosome mutations (mainly inversions). Hany 
gene mutations found innaturo are but slightly specific. VThon crossed they 
show weak and unstable characters, and when analyzed, they disclose a very 
complicated hereditary picture. Clearly inherited and well pronounced 
mutations arc rarely met with. The groat majority of hereditary changes are 
recessive and are concealed in the populations in hoterozygous condition, 
although a whole group of changes is manifested in a semi-dominant state. 
A study of small physiological mutations on such characters as fertility, 
duration of life, general viability etc., has lad to the discovery of the 
groat plasticity of natural populations with regard to a nuither of most sig-
nificant physiological charactcrs.--Howovor, in spite of the enormous 
diversity of hereditary variability in populations, our investigations have’  
disclosed a few specific and limited directions in the variability of single 
characters of the species, which directions proved to be parallel in a num-
ber of spocios.-ass non-hereditary variability among populations is often 
found parallel with hereditary variability. --(C) (Distribution of the Muta-
tions Among the Populations of Species): A study of the genetic structure 
of single populations has shoyna that it is caused by thu mutation process, 
by the action of the automa 	n tic genetic processes which multiply some of the 
mutations up to the beginning of selection, and by the action of selection. 
--Of special interest are the disitributioi-i and the frequency of mutation of 
lethal genes; since their analysis discloses the real connction existing 
between the mutation process and negative selcction.--Singlo populations 
(cc ogonotypos) display (1) a great variety of small mutations, so that ovcry 
female taken from nature gives rise to a stock dift’oring from others by this 
or that character, (2). a number of pronounced gone mutations and chromosome 
changes, multiplied to a curtain degree and limited as to divorâity and(3) 
a groat number of different lethal mutations.---As to the distribution of 
marked mutations throughout the system of populations,’some gon3s were found 
to be inherent only to a given ocoganotypo, whereas others have a certain 
area of distribution and, finally, some are found throughout the whole 
spoclos.--In comparison with the coaplex distribution of the gene mutations, 
the structure of the species with regard to chromosome mutations is sfiiapior. 
--Inversions, several endemic, a number widespread, and some distributed 
throughout the entire area of the spocias (USSR,, Western Europe, North 
America), have boon found in D.molanogaster. The automatic genetic processes 
which have operated throughout the entire history of the species play a great 
role in the distribution of the chromosome mutations. A comparative study 
of various Drosophila species has shown that they vary greatly in the distri-
bution of chromosome mutations and in the phylogonic history of single 
chromosomes; all this has its counterpart in the specificity of the systems 
of different species. One Drosophila species was found to roprsent a 
permanent structural hotorozygous condition and to display a peculiar pi 
ture of karyotypo variability and cvolution.--A study of the distribution 
of mutations within soparabo populations and within a system of populations 
makes possible an experimental analysis of the genetic basis of the systom 
of species and of their evolution s --(D) (The Phonotypic Realization of the 
Genetic Structure of Populations): Investigations of tho phonotypic real-. 
ization of horodbary variability discloses the prinary material which lies 
at the foundation of natural selection. This phenomenon is conditioned by 
homozygosity for recessive mutations and by hotorozygosity and homozygosity 
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for dominant changes and for chrciaosono mutations. The gmiat diversity of 
the gone content of populations makes for an enormous phenotypic variety 
for the action of natural selection at any given moment during the. life of 
the population.--Tho specific character of the syst&.ms of çliffçront  species 
plays ’a docisive role in the phenotypic realization of the genetic structure 
of populations.--Tho study of polymorphism of hereditary aberrations in 
Drosophila molanogastor makes it possible to olucidat both the selective 
role played by different mutation typos and the correlation existing botween 
the genetic constitution of populations and its phenotypic manifestation in 
nature .--(IV) Conclusion-. The main factor.s determining, the genetic struc-
ture within the system of the species arc: variability of the genes, 
variability of the structure and of the nuiibor of chromosomes, variability 
due to crossing and hybridization automatic genetic processes and natural 
selection.--Our theoretical investigations have disclosed the evolutionary 
role played by chance fluctuations in the ratio of the gone frequencies. 
--However, natural selection remains the principal factor \thich determines 
the adaptive evolution of populations.--Our oxperimontal studios ’are in 
complete accord with thoorctical analysiso They bring out experimentally 
the main factors which determine the structure and the evolution of 
populations.--Tho result obtaind indicate the lines of further 
investigations. 

Korki, J., Inst. of Con., Lead. of Brown ’ebony males wore treated with 
i. of the U.S.S.R., hoscow. 	low temperature (ca. 	- -6,0.) 

The effect of low temperature on the during l. - 2 hours. A total of 
mutation frequency in D � inclano- 	about 34000 males wore treated from 
gastor with considc’afl_o_niabout 	which only 53  survived and gave 
’EFTCFusas of mutations in nature 	spring. They were crossed with. C1B 
(1:2 in original DIS) 	 females immediately after treatment. 

Two series of F2 offspring from C1B 
F1  females crossed with y fa v.fl- 
I9 males and from F1 males crossed 

with bw e females, were uod for detecting the X-chromosorac lethals and 
for studying the translocation frequency between the Y, 2, and 3 chromo- 
somes rospoctivoly.�Of the 917 treated X-chronicsomes, 13 sax-linked lothals 
were dotoqt.od, while only 5 lethals wore found out of 1934  X-chromosomes. 
in the control series. The rate of mutation is 1.42%  and 0.26% respectively, 
the difference being equal to 1.1616 – 0.318% 5  i.e. highly significant. No 
translocation was found among the 124 cultures of troat.d series or in the 
control sorios.--A relatively high percentage of lothn.ls in the progeny of 
the males treated by low tomporaurc seems to indiato that the coincidence 
of the typo of action of positive temperatures on mutation rate with the 
Vant Hoff rule for the rate of chr -ticai reactions is apparently an 
accidental one � Mutations or changes in the very complex molecular struc-
ture of the gone occur as a result of breaks of any kind of the biochemical 
balance of the cell or chromosomc, and these changes of structures of the 
gene can be induccd by any physiological or physic o-chcmical factor external 
in relation to this structure. These conclusions are supported not only by 
our own results, but also by thoso of , Navashin, obtained in 1933 Ot seq., 
on the frequency of chranosou 	 i e’mutations n aged seeds. In this sense it is 
hopeless, in our opinion, to search for any definite factor responsible for 
spontaneous mutational processes in nature. The cause of the production of 
mutations is thorofore the sane as that of the variability of matter of any 
kind, i.e. the interaction of genie substance with tho surroundings in the 
broad sense of the word. The endless variety of kinds of interaction of the 
organism with surroundings together with the intercellular metabolism arc 
the very causes of mutational, process in nature. The short wave radiation 
has its own peculiarities because of its strong ability to induce strictly 
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local changes in the molecular structurcs. Nunorous.oxporiments have 
already indicated clearly enough that the role of this factor in the spon-
taneous mutational process in nature is very limited. 

Khvostova, W. L, Inst. of 	 The gone for cubitus intorruptus, 
Experimental Biol., Moscow. 	 located near the spindle fibre of 
The influence of the proximal 	chroiiosomc 14 of D. molanogastQr gives 
chromosome regions on the 	 a position effect which consists in 
position effect of the cubitus 	thc.dominanco of the normal allelo- 
intorruptus gone in D. molanogaster, morph growing.foobleras it is rcnlQvod 
(1:25 - 26 in original DIS) 	from the inert region of chroiaosomo 14 

and as it becomes attached to the 
active regions (Dubinin and Sidorov, 
1933; Khvostova and Gavrilova, 

193).--This paper describes 193  cytogoneticafly studied cases of the posi-
tion affect of ci1.. The following aberrations were found: 1 inversion in 
chromosome 14, 161 tr2nslocations between chromosome 14 and other autos omes; 
12 .translocations between the fourth and the x chromosomes, and 19 between 
the fourth and the Y chromosomes. The breaks were found along almost the 
entire length of chromosomes 2 and 3, except in the inert and in the 
adjacent active regions, which occupy about 20-25 per cont of the length of 
the arms.--Tho absence of breaks in these regions may be duo to the specific 
methods used for detecting the translocations. The proximal regions do not 
give the position effect of elf. This is proved by 11 aberrations th 
chromosome 14 (which did not give the position effect of ci+) showing 14 
aberrations as translocations with the inert regions of chromosomes 2 and 3, 
and 2 with their proximal regions. In 5 cases the breaks occurred to the 
loft of the ci gone, which was therefore not removed from the proximal inert 
region of chromosome 14.--.i. study of the manifestation of ci in translocations 
with breals in different chromosome regions showed that two translocations 
with the most proximal breaks gave the most fooblo manifestation of ci. This 
fact confirms the conclusion that thb chromosome regions located close to the 
spindle fibre do not decrease the dominance of elf (or do so only to a. slight 
extent).--A study of translocations with the X chromosome (which gave the. 
position effect of c.L.) showed that trarislocations. with b’caks in the proximal 
parts of the active region and in the inert part to the loft of. bb  give the 
position effect of cih--A study of translocc.tions with the Y chromosome 
(which gave the position effoct of ci4) shovtcd that the breaks in the Y 
chromosome occur only in the distal regions in both the short and the long 
arms. In the proximal parts of both arms (about 1/3 of the length of each 
arm) no breaks were found.--Tho following conclusions arc thus indicated: 
only the proximal part of the region of the X chromosome adjacent to the 
spindle fibre, and the proximal regions of both arms of the Y chromosome, 
are analogous to the inert regions of the autosomos in.thoir action on the 
c14. gene (they do not weaken its dominance). The distal regions of the Y 
chromosome and a fragment of the insrt region of the Y chrcmosomo (the 
fragment located to the left of the bb gone) arc analogous in their action 
to that of the active parts of the autos ome (they weaken the dominance of 
cif).--L sty of 6 translocations which gave the position effect of cif 
showed that chromosome 14 is attached to the proximal regions of chromosome 
2 and 3 (regions bi, 80, 81 on Bridge’s map), which were removed through 
inversion from the spindle fibre. This shous that the proximal regions which 
normally do not give the position effect of ci4- acquire this capacity when 
removed from the. spindle fibre. The data obtained may be explained in the 
following way: (1) The inert substance of the chromosomes has a specific 
influence on the action of the ci4 gene and this influence spreads to the 
adjoining parts of the active regions; when the active regions are removed 
from the inert regions, the influence of the inert substance stops. In this 
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case the inert. substance of the X and Y chromosomes becomes differentiated 
into regions which have various actions on the ci! gene. (2) The position 
of’the ci4. gone in relation to the attachment point of the sp:.ndlc fibre 
influences itsaction; the rugions (both active, and inert) lying near thó 
attachment point of the spindle fibi do not decrease the dominancoof ci1; 
the remote regions dodboreaso it.--This specific influence of those ehrao-
sore regions located ner the spindle fibre on the function of the gone may 
be explained by their peculiar structure and by the peculiar mntergonic 
connections which affect the action of the cil gone. 

Kirssanow, B..,’ Inst. of Expori- Crossing-over was studied in chrome-.’ 
4inta1 3-i.o1., Moscow, so 3 in D. molanogastur. X-rays 311� 

Relation between charges of cross- crosc crossing-oer in tno Fad-region 
ing-over and X--;ray dosages and 	of chreosorio 3 dUring the first thrqc 
certain problems ’6f tho process 	days after irradiation. The maximum 
of crossing-over 	 chances of crossing-over in chromosor-jo  

(15:26 - 27 in original DIs) 	3 are produced by X-ray treatment on tio 
seventh day after irradiation. Crossing-

over increases in the mid-cgion and decreases in the distal parts of the 
chromosomes. Increases in the X.-ray dosagus increase the changes of 
crossing-over at every stage of the experiment, but only to a certain limit,, 
which varies for each stage. Vhon the limit has been reached an increase 
of the dosage of i-rays oithLr doos not cause any consithrablc changes in 
crossing-over or oven (in the case of very large dosages) decreases these 
- changes. This top limit of the changes of crossing-over increases from the 
� first to the seventh day after irradiation and roaches its naxjmui in tho 
st-p rogmon.-- comparison of the incr.ase of crossing-over in the mid-
region and of the decrease of crossing-over in the chrosonie ends has 
’shown that the predominance of the first over the second is not groat; 
on the average it amounts to ’bout 5 per cant of crossing-over (with 
certain fluctuations in so cxperli1Cnts). This prdaiiianca (we shall 
oall it residual crossing-ovor) does not difor significantly fran’ the data 
published on the frequency of transicoations between’ cliromosoracs 2 and 3 in 
females and from the frequency of crossing-over in chiomosonio 3 in males. 
The approxinato ôoincidoncc of the frequency of the above-mentioned, 
proc..ssos and their smiiilai ity in gnctic behavior and in roc ctions to 
oxtcrnal factor  Llakcs it possiolo to assuo that the nature of those 
process s is siilar.--Tho loss the initial crossing-ovcr frequency per 
unit of cytological chro oso -ic length, th more crossing -over frequency may 
grow ifl coLmLison site the initial frquerci .--Tne mncrcasc in the 
Zrcouoncy of crossidg-over in trio rgiins h-.s, st-p, and p-ss, caused by 
�.’inersions in non-homologous chromosomes, takes place mainly at the exponsd 
of singlÆ crossovers. Irradiation of fibs of tho. h st p ss/4++4 strture, 
increases the froquoncy of crossing-over within the regions h-st, st-p, and 
�p-ss at the expense of multiple crossovers to a considerably higher dogrod 
than when there is an eccumulatior of inversions. X-rays decrease the 
frequency of crossing-ovor in the dist -’1 regions of the X-chroinosomo, where-
as inversions in non-homologous chromosomes increase this froquondy. 

Koltzoff, N.K., Inst. ofExperi-
mental Biol., Iioscov. 
The participation of thd ! chromo _ 
somos in boll-motabolism 
(15:27 28 in original DIS) 

and pigoon,.Tho author holds tha 
stable g’potyrjj  of the chromosome 

(n the rusont paper are discussed the  
results ol’ the author’s investigations 
on the growing large oocytes of Triton, 
chick and pigeon). The individual 
chromosomes (from leptotono till the 
reduction aetaphaso) can be seen in the 
growing large oocytos of Triton , chick 

t, there is a marked difference between the 
and its phenotype ., -.which undergoes some 
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changes in the same chromosome during the various stages of development. 
Only the genonema belongs to the genotype, whereas chromoplasm, chromatin, 
vacuoles, etc. are phonotypial structiirds whose changes do not influence 
the hereditary qualities of the genoncma.--The genonema is a fine filament 
with a series of enlargements--elementary chromomores � It is present in 
every chroinosaie during all the developm 	 ethed ental stages and is strc 	out 	o 
at the stage when the chromesonics attain their maximum growth. During 
motaphaso, the genonoraa is coiled into a spiral or screw inside the chrome-
plasm; at this stage the chromosome is not divided into visible seuonts. 
In the initial stages of oogenesis, the gonoma is gradually unrolled in. g 
length this unrolling is accompanied by the appoarancd of the soibnts of  
thcf chromoplasm, i.e., of chromoneres. Later on the primary large chrome-
mores separate into many secondary ones. During the fourth and fifth 
periods of oogonosis, the reverse process takes place, i.e., the gcnonoLta 
are coiled again and the secondary chromomoros are ftsod into larger 	0 o a 
tertiary chromoracros or oven into a joined indivisible mass of chronoplasm. . 
--The gononema and its genes remain chenicafly stable throughout oogencsis, 
and do not ’undergo any metabolic changes, VIZ, oxidation and reduction. Tho. 
gononetaa roresorts the resistant genotype of the chromosome and can be 	CD 

changed only through mutation. The growth of the gononcma in width is 
affected through apposition frbm the surrounding chromoplasm; its longi-
tudinal splitting is to be looked for during the period of maximum length, 
i.e., during intorkmnosis. This splitting of genonemata can be separated 	b tr 
by a long interval from the monont of division of the chrmosonos, which 
can be observed in mitosis or moiosis.--.Chcmical metabolism takes place in a’ 
the surrounding chrotioplasm in the riicdiato vicinity of the genonema. 
Chromoplasm, together with chromatin which impregnates it during some stages 
or envelops it as a protective sheath, is continuously modified throughout 
oogenosis; it either accumulates large masses of nutritivc substances from 
the ICaryoplasra and nucleoli (oxpecially in the primary or tertiary :chromo- o 
mores) or is reduced to a fine, possibly nnnonolcular, fili.--Chronatin is 
primarily a solid protective sheath of the chromosio which at’ soric stages 

TA 0 

isolates the genonoma from the karyoplasm and determines tho definite form 
of the chromosomes which is convenient for karyokinotic movements.-- 
Although the gononcia does not take an irodiao part in the cnonical meta- 	cn 

bolism, its participation in the process of phy5ico-Qhoniical assimilation is a En 
vary important. The gonenoma contains the ready patterns, of all complicated. 
proteids or other substances specific to the species or the individual s  
which had once boon produced during the long process of evolution. It is 
improbable that such complex substances could be synthesized every time anow.’ 
without the ready patterns. The gononoma and its single parts, the genes, 
are "touch-standards"; in their neighborhood the process of assimilation is CD 

begun which from a physico-chomical point of view is an autocatal3rtic 	, % 
CD 

crystallization process � A now gononema is precipitated alongside the 
existing inherited genonoma by apposition. The material necessary for the 
construction of now gononomata is yielded by aiiiinoacids, pelypeptids, car- 0 0 
bohydrates, etc. which are contained in the chromoplasm; the enorr necessary 
for crystallization is derived from chemical metabolism proceeding in the 
chromoplasm and the karyeplasm.--Tho process of.assimi],ation around the 
genoneriia is esocial1y intense during oogonesis, when the Cenoncma is free 
from’ the chromatin-shoath and lies in the karyoplasm, being surrotinded only 	. 
by an very thin film of chromoplasm. With the appearance of the "lamp- 
brushes u,  the colloidal ’transverse threads arise in irmiediate connection with 
the elementary chremomeros; the whole nucleus is divided into sections  
corresponding to the °lamp-brush" chromosomes. When the process of crystall-  ID  

ization is. completed the transverse threads leave the chromosome and remain 
lying free in karyoplasm, which during mciosis joins the protoplasm of the 
egg. In this way, the egg is enriched with inherited gone-substances of 
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maternal origin. The same process of crystallization, i.e., assimilation of 
the gene-substances, very probably precedes each cell division during the 
interkinesiS phase which is a truly active period of cell-life .--Ouly during. 
the third period of oogenosis can theinute elementary chronomeres ’be 

o  noted, perhaps even genes, which are unrolled alongside of the straightened 
"backbone" thread of the genonorna. At the earlier and later stages of 
oogenosis we observe fewer compound chrornomeres; each of thorn including a 
lot ’of elernontary minute chromoTneres � The chrornoplasin of the compound 

. primary and tertiary chroaomercs functions as an isolated laboratory, where 
the products of assimilation of the neighboring..genes underg’ddifferent 
chemical reactions*-  ’s We can thus explain thu phenomenon of the "position 
offectby him first in 1927, that the goneiema is a gigantic chain-
molecule in which the radicals play the role of genes. During cell di -vIsion. 
two gononoina-molecules (after conjugation--four molecules) ’unite, forming 
an 11 olomontary micellary body". 

Kozhovnikov, B.Th., Inst. of 	It follows from a nu–er of studies that 
. peri1rnta1 Bid., Moscow. 	in sister chromatids no crossing-over 

o Experimental study Of crossing- occurs between sister genes.’. It has 
over between-non-sister genes 	also been shown by Sturtevant and llullgur 
in sister chromatids, 	 that double Bar arises only if there is 

unequal crossing,,-over hetroon non-sister 
Q. 

chromatids. Bridges has described Bar 
as a duplicated section. The conclusion 

is thus indicated that crossing-over bot;toon sister chromatids does not take 
place even in those cases where it ought to occur between non-sister genes. 
--The purpose of the present study was to verify this conclusion on chrom 

E some structures in which the thi.plication is sufficiently great.--In order ’tO 
I obtain the necessary stocks the invorsionà B25 and B26, whore the loft 

break had ccurred near Bar and the right one in the inert region, wore used 
and the so 0  inversion whose left break is near the loft of sc and the right 
one in the inert region in front of the bb geno. Foriales hota-rozygous for 
sc 8  B25 or B26 were obtained which were crossed with males carrying the 
translocation Bar Stone. A long chromosome forms in those females, as a 

?0  result of crossing-over on the B-bb region’ (i.e. in the region which is 
common-to both inversions). The proximal part of the long chromosome 
consists of the whole chromosome sc 8  (except a small ogion at the left end 
containing the y ac genes), vthoroas its distal part consists of chromosome’ 
Bar 25 (or B26), which is devoid of the riit region containing the inversion 
and the spindle fibre. The F 1  flies which had roccivod ’the long chromosome 
should be fenalos, but they are non-viable because they are hypoploid -for a - 
considerable region of the X-chromosome. However, when the ovum containing 

C the long chromosome is fertilized by La spermatozoon which carries only the 
right region of the X-chromosome from the trans-location Bar Stone, the flies 
prove to be quite viable. In this structure there is hypoploidy for only a-
minute region of y ac. Those females may be bred’as a constant stock whOri 
they ’are crossed *ith males carrying the traæslocation Bar Stone. -Two such 
stocks 	formed: 25/8  and 26/8; the figures indicate which inversions 
were used for this line. In the stocks thus obtained the long chromosome 
contained a recessive aliolomorph in its distal part and a dominant allolo- - 
morph in the proximal part, or vice versa. Double crossing-over betwon the 
distal half of the long chiomosóinc and the proximal region of the sister 
chromatid was studied in this structure. This was proved by the occurrence 
of homozygous roccsves’(tho et gene served as -indicator in the 25/6  stock, 
and the gone vermilion in the 26/8 stock). - --The structure of the 26/8 stock 
Was checked cytologically*-’ 
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Malinovsky, A.A., Inst. of Expori- 1. Many related, species .iffer from one 
mental Biolor, Moscow. 	 another by inversions. On the other. 
The role played by chromosome 	hand, many species are heterozygous for 
inversions in the evolution of 	inversions (Dubinin, Sokolov and. Tiniako’v, 
populations. 	 Sturtovant and Dobzhansky, Dobzhansky and 

(1:29 - 31 in original DIS) 	Qucal, etc.). Is the divergence of karyo- 
typos always the result of the divergence 
of species, or are the karyotype changes 

sometimes primary in their nature? What is the typical fate of an inversion 
in a population?--2. The fate of an inversion in a population has been 
studied in connection with (1) the cessation of crossing-over in an individ-
ual hoterozygous for the inversion, and (2) the appearance, distribution and 
selection of gone mutations. Inversion signifies the one of the two orders 
of genes which is primarily of the lowest frequoncy.--34 The number of use-
ful mutations spreading in every chromosome form is approxtiiatcly propor-
tional to the concentrations of this form, and normal forms therefore 
accumulate more useful mutations. (a) If a useful mutationhas on the average 
a higher coefficient of selection in homozygous condition that in hotorozygous 
(recessiveness), the inversion is gradually eliminated by the bettor adapted 
normal form. Two possibilities exist (1) A normal homozygoto is bettor 
adapted than a hetorozygous inversion (hotorosis is low), inversions are 
eliminated instantaneously., (2) Hotorozygous inversions are bettor adapted 
than normal form (hotorosis is groat). An equilibrium of frequencies 
results, but the accumulation of now useful mutations shifts the equili-
brium to the advantage of normal forms. Both thcso cases occur apparently 
vory often. They explain the presence of low inversion frequencies in 
spcies with extensive populations v:horo selection predominates over change 
frequency fluctuations (b) But if every separate mutation is on the average 
more useful in hotorozygotos than in homozygotos a frequency equilibrium 
becomes established for inversions. Equilibrium is shifted with the accumu 
laion of now mutations and attains a limit of 0,50--1.  The occurrence, 
chance frequency fluctuations and the selection of harmful mutations load 
to frequency ,equilibrium (according to Sturtovant and Mather) owing to 
selection in favour of hoterozygous inversions. However the point of view 
of these authors that selection tends to equalize inversion frequency and 
normal forms is erroneous. Equilibrium only fixes ,the initial frequency, 
although not very firmly.�. (a) The conclusions o, Sturtevant and Mather 
may b.c justified only in case it is assumed that harmful mutations displace 
their normal aflelomorphs by chance so that (1) separate harmful mutations 
invade the whole class of chromosomes (inverted or normal) and become fixed 
there; ’(2,) The number of harmful mutations in chromosomes of different 
mutations is equal. But such conditions are hardly possible ’(except in 
small populations). (b) But if this takes place permanent hetorozygotes may 
be formed. Disturbances of crossing-over vhich hinder the passing of harm-
ful mutations from one chromosome class into another prevent complete degen-
eration which is possible in small populations (Wright, etc.) and assure the 
preservation of adapted hotc-rozygous forms.--Conclusions: 1. As selection 
does not favor classes small in number (sec. 3a) the spreading of inyerioxs 
is mainly the result of chance causes (undirected ’frequency fluctuations, 
chance inclusion of a specially useful mutation, ctc,).-2. In more isolated 
smaller populations greater inversion frequencies may be expo,ctod.--3. 
Permanently hoterozygous species (Dubinin, Sokolov) may apparently arise 
three ways: (1) If the accumulating mutations are more useful in hotoro-
zygotes than homozygotes (see.  3b); (2) If harmful mutations practically 
attain 100 per cent in relation to the inversionfrequency or the normal 
chromosome form (sec. 5a,and b); (3) If the forms dirf for from one another by 
inversions and give hybrids which have high hotorosis.--L. Inversions may 
contribute to the divergence of varieties in two cases: (1) if two varieties 
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live in adjacent rogions but under different conditions. Hero the difference 
in respect to an invbsion inhibits the diffusion of useful genes from OflO 

rcgion into another whoo they are harmful: the inversion unites small... 
mutations into, a large, cplox which perishes much sooner when it enters a 
region to which those mutat&ons arc not adapted. The mutations perish 
oonor because the coefficients of the selection of mutations are sumtaod up. 

This prevents the levelling of genotypes of contiguous genotypes. (2) if 
an inversion and .a normal form have accumulated recessive useful mutations 
the hctcrozygto for the inversion is less well adaptcd. In this case it is 
not the best adapted form which necessarily spreads but the one whose pro-
duct of frequency and coefficient of selection is higher (i.P. 

As inversion frequency .vaics some populations are invaded by a normal 
chromoso and othc.rs--by an inversion.. Mutation coraploxos containing, an 
inversion differ from those with a normal fort..--Appondix--l. Selection of 
the inversion (I) ’1 	ric 	 4.j 
- 

P stable whon ç;j ;. 	; tmsable when ’.( *i; ’(/?. In ,tho latter case 
if fJ andPo if p< 	2. The influence of the accumulation of useful 
mutation (Iii) j 	f’ AIiQ If the initial coofficlLflt of selection 
is d-i’ 	’ j then (Iv) f 	ik- 	_Ii tno iniial mu- 
tations are .:.y .-–. ’- 	and . U but 	5 	anaj?fthon(V) f_(t)+1() 

where  

3. The accumulation of narrafiiL mutations A. It is auned that mutations 
undergo chance frequency fluctuations, which. arc equal in both .chromo.sone. 
clasos (Pi attains an equal percentage of mutations which have arison in 
the inversion and in the normal chroiriosome)---(VI) ,C- j .  

GL 
In this case (II)f’JD 
B. It is assumed that harmful mutations may urIorgo chance distributipn and 
fixation in an inversion and i a normal chromosomo. without any inhibition 
from seloction.�(VII) ’. 	t’-. 	E 

. 
 

In this case (II)  .e- initial invrsion frequency,l - inversion frequency of equal vaiuc,f 
- same in the next generation. 

QQ 0 ’- corresponding values fern no’mal chromos’omc;( -. coefficient of 
solccton for a homozygous inversion;.,  6 - coefficient of selection foi a 
heterozygous form; ?’ - cocffciont of selection for a normal form. (the.. 
coefficients of soloction hvo been taken as regards the conditional level 
of initial adaptability). 	’- 	and,)-,1;; ,3  coefficients of 
selection of tho saiic chromosome classes in so far as thoy depend on the 
mutations of the 1 category (4  
r. -random freSuoncy  (as regards the population as a. whole).--Harmful muta-
tions . by chance of this 	are placed into categorr 1. 6 -average 
Coefficient of soL.ction of riuttion b...longing to category i in homozygous 
condition; 	- average coefficient of sdoction of mutations belonging to 
category i in’heteroz/gOus’condition; 	A- growth of value during one 
generation; 	-’average gene manifestation ina hetorozygote; as compared 
to a homozygote.-- j) - coefficient of proportionality showing the increment 
Of adaptability in its dependence on the occu’roncc of useful mutations; 

- number of mutations in category i.-- "t’ - average number of harm-
ful mutations per chromosome arising during one generation multiplied by 
their average cooffieicnt of selection in homozygous condition.. 
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Masing, R..., Pavlov  Biol. Inst. 	Comparative viability of flies hetero- 
Koltushi, iiningrad. 	 zygous for different sections of 
Different viability of hotorozy- 	chromosno (with the lethal and with- 
gotes for lothals in D. molanogaster. out) obtaind as a result of crossing-
(1:31 - 32 in original DIS) 	 over, has been studied in three stocks. 

In all the stocks flies hetorozygous 
for a section of the chromosome con- 

taming no lethal showed no increase in viability. Increased viability of 
flies hoterozygous for a section of the chromosome containing the lethal was 
observed in the progeny of all individually studied crossover males carrying 
the lothals in the stocks 627 and 1511F.  This suggested that in those stocks 
either the lethal itself was a dominant gone of increased viability with 
roccsivo lethal effect or that there was a doninant modifier located near 
the lothal.--Apparently the incroasod viability of flies hetorozygous for the 
lethal in stock T201 is duo to interaction botwoon the lethal gone and a 
doninant modifier located so far from the lethal that crossing-over between 
both g6nos is froquont.--In two sets of experiments increased iability of 
hotorozygotes for lothals was met with in four cases. Senidominant lethal 
effect (i.e. low viability of heterozygotes for lothals) was observed in 24 
casos.--14 stocks studied contained different ]thals which orinatod spon-
taneously and under the influence, of’ a chemical agent in laboratrry stocks. 
The viability of hotorozygotos was determined by moans of crossing Cy/1 
males with ebony and normal females from inbred stocks.--Not a single case 
of decreased viability of hotorozygotos for lothals was observed. Increased 
viability in the hotorozygous state was observed in seven stocks, the results 
being similar when crossing with ebony females and nonal fomals. In 5 
stocks increased viability of hoterozygotos. was observed only when crossing 
those males wither with ebony feualcs or with normal idmalcs � The results 
obtained in this work are not sufficient to explain this peculiar effect.�
In some cases lethals are not indifferent to the life of hotorozygotes. This 
suggests the important role of selection among hetorozygotas in alteration 
Of concentration of lothals in populations, such selection being either 
positive or, rgativo. 

Nouhaus, M. E., Genetical Lab., 	Two hypotheses wore proposed to explain 
Moscow State Univ., Moscow. 	the mechanism of structural changes of 
Relation between, the length of 	chromosome induced by X-rays. One is 
the X-chromosome of D. ruolano- 	the breakage hypothesis of Stadler 
gastor and the frequency of X-ray (1932);  the other is the crossing-over 
translocationse 	 o’ contact hypothesis proposed by Sore- 
(15:32 in original DIS) 	 brovskY (1929). Some indirect data 

speak for the second hypothosis.--In 
studying the mutation process induced by 

X-rays (dosage 4000 r) in X, fl 5  and XYL spermatozoa (Nouhaus, in press) there 
was found 2.93t0.65% Of translocations between the X-chromosome and the auto-
somesin X-bearing spermatozoa, 6.98–1.04% in X1 8-hoaring spermatozoa, and 
10.00-1.25% inXI 1 -spormatozoa. The percent of translocations between the 
autosomes in X-bearIng spermatozoa was 10.59 (.n670), while in XY 8  sporma-’ 
tozoa it was 9.65 (n601) and in XyL  spermatozoa 11.89% (ri580).--The above 
data are difficult to explain from the stand-point of the breakage hypo-
thesis. According to this hypothesis breaks occur independently from one 
another and, the breaks having occurred, the fragments rejoin at random. 
If this is the case we must expect a decrease of thd percentage of trans-
locations between th autosomes in XI" spermatozoa as ccripared with that in 
XIS and X spermatozoa, and in XIS as compared with X-boaring spermatozoa. 
But this is not the casc.--Tho above data are easily explained by the con-
tact hypothesis. The increase in the length of the I.-chromosome leads to an 
increase in the volume of the nucleus of the spermatozoon, therefore more 
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quanta of X-rais are absorbed. The increase in the length of the X-chrano-
some does not influence the interrelation and the frequency of mutual 
contacts of the autosomes, hence the percentage of tz’anslocations between 
the autosomos remains the same � In )CYL and XYS spermatozoa the frequency 
of contacts between the X-chromosome and the autosoraes is increased and so 
is the number of quanta absorbed, and therefore it is to be expected that 
the percentage of translocations between the X-chromosome and the autosomes 
must rise. 

Olenov, I.L, and Kharmac, 1.5., 	The results of the analysis of a wild 
L&iIngrad: Ste Roentgeno. Inst, population of D. molanogaster together 
Transformation of normal gene- 	with existing literary data led us to 
type in wild D. molanogaster 	suggest that the process of inclusion 
populations. 	 of mutant genes into a normal genotype 
(1:32 - 33 in original DIs) 	is of common occurrence in wild D. 

melanogaster populations. Our aim was 	 -� 
to verify the exactness of this suggest-

ion. With this purpose we studied all the visible mutations belonging to 
the 2 chromosome, that in the suiimer and autumn of 1938 came to our obser-
vation in the Uman population as well as all the visible mutations in the 
Bobrov population (Voroneg region) and in that of Simferopol (Crimea) 
analyzed at the same time,--We paid special attention to such characters 
which, while appearing in some strains as thº sole recorded change occur 
at the saiie time as a peculiarity accompanying the principal manifestation 
of other genes, because many visible mutations belong to the number of 
activators of the gene, included as an effect of selection into the normal 
genotype. Additional to the changes in the postc–’itr crossvein five 
alterations, presenting an analogous picture of inheritance., were brought 
into evidence. Four of these (not unfolded wings divergent wings, 
indentations in the inner edge of the wing, dachsoid legs) are incompletely 
manifested similar to the abnormality in the posterior crossvein. The 
same four alterations we frequently have noted as a part of the piciotropic 
effect of. othol’ visible mutations � The strains in which all these five 
alterations have been observed together with changes in the posterior cross-
vein are found in 50  to 601t of all chromosomes that contained visible 
mutations.--We consider that by natural selection mutant genes are 
Si multaneously included into the normal genotype of wild D. molanogaster 
populations, that the transformation of the normal genotype is a mass 
Process continuous in its occurrences The- transformation of the normal 
genotype occurs no doubt not only at the expense of visible mutations; of 
groat importance are the tranegenations which produce no p’nenotypical 
changes recognizable on application of thu sampling method habitually 
employed. Such a conception of thu normal genotype represents, we should 
say, a certain progress as compared with the generally accepted view 
according to which the normal genotype is considered to rupresont a 
relatively stable system, The origination of now varieties and raco 
the starting point of the species producing process, appears to us not as 
a movement beginning in every case from some stationary point but as an 
occasionally originating and necessary result of the action of natural 
Selection which uninterruptedly transforms the normal genotype. 
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Panshin, I.B., Inst. of Expori-
mental Biol., Moscow. 
The role of heteroehromatin in the 
position effect of the white 
(mottled) and cubitus interruptus 
genes. 

- 

6 

- 

IV H 

(1:33 � 34 in original DIS) 
L 

A translocation (involving the X and  

I chromosomes, causingthe wmtposi- 	 - 	 �X 
tion effect) favorable for the study 	 - 
of the wlat and ci position effect .111 	 . 

I 
the same chromosome was used for ob- 
taming (through X-ray treatment)  
secondary rearrangements which change 
the mode of variegation of the white 
gene and call forth the position 	 .9 	 t.:i 	

. 

effect of ci. 	The structure of this 	 ,,,, 	 � 
translocation (designated as iiltll ) 

is shown in the diagram (01,02). 	It 
is clear that a mutual translocation has occurred between the X (break to 
the right from the 3C 2  double band) and the right arm of chromosome 1. 
The diagram shows that rearrangements of different structures were tested - 
(obtained from w 11  original, rearrangements and more complicated cases 
derived from X-raying of secondary rearrangements, in all 45 roarrangciaents) )-.. 

in which the quantity of heterochromatin connected with the white gene was 
changed. 	It was found that the more heterochromatin is associated with the 
w gene within one chromosome )  the fewer ptginonted cells arc present in the 
eye, i.e. there is an inverse proportionality between the quantity of 
hotcrochromatin and the number of cells in which the action of the w gene 

H 

remains unchanged (diagram. 	Diagram a represents the normal X or the 
absolute rovei’se from w3 	; b and c--the almost normal eye, d--tho, dark 
w4!1t; .. f and g--fow pigmented cells; 	--abso1uto1y pigmentloss stock which. 
give WIL  with an extra 1,�Note that variegation does not depend on the 
position of the w gen6 3s regards the chromocontor, but only on the quan- 
tity of hetcrochromatin connected with the gene within the chromosome, . g 
since (1) the mode of variegation is equal in the structures b and c, 	. 
whereas in .b white is removed from the chrono-centor and in c--c onnocted 
with the spindlo fiber (i.e. with the whole chromocontor), and (2) in c, d . 
C, f, g, h--the position of the gone with respect to the chromocontoris.  
the same, but the number of pigmented cells decreases with the increase of 
the quantity of hoterocbromatin within the chromes one c onrioctod with the 
gene.--It is clear that all the hoteroehromatic regions of the chrorit,osome,s ’ 
arc identical (except X and Y) in their action on the w gone and each hetoro- 
chromatic region can be divided without any loss of its qualitative pro- 
perties. 	The inert region of the X and probably the I-chromosome consists 
of two parts; the proximal regions being honologous to the autosomal hetero- 04 
chromatic region, the distal ones to the active regions.--.i cnprison of 
the causes underlying the secondary position effect of the w gene (vane- % 
gation changes as a function of hetoroch’omatin quantity) and the primary 
position effect of the ci gene (decrease of dominance of the normal 
allclomorph) shows that those causes are similar, or oven identical. 	In 
both cases the changes of the gene effect arc caused by changes of the 
connection between the gone and the hotorochromatin within the chromosome. 
This conclusion, which has also been reached by W.W. Khvostowa for the ci 
gene, is confirmed by the fact that in the w 11  chromosome the breaks in 
the IVL inert region with subsequent translocation to the active region 
almost always change both genes (w and ci). 	This illustrates the dependence 
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of both genes on a third element (nIL inert region). The action of the ci 
gene, should also depend on the quantity of hoterochromatin connected with 
the gene, since qualitative observations indicate that an inverse correl-
ation takes place between the degree of reversion from w to the normal 
phenotype and the manifestation of ci in translocations of the wmtll 
chromosome.--The single quantitative interdependence between the gone 
action and the quantity of heterochromatin connected with the gone can be 
considered as an indication of the chemical reaction between the genes and 
heterochromatin products involved, and corresponds in. general to the 
chrinical hypothesis of Muller and Offerman of the position effect. This 
conclusion corresponds to the. findings. of Schultz and Caspersson that 
nucleic acid is of great significance for the position: effect caused by the 
heteroebromatic regions. 	. 	. 

Prokofyova-Beigovskaya, A.A., 	The fundamental structural element of 
Inst. . of Gen. of the Acad. of 	a chromosome is a chromiolo with the 
Sci. of thoUSSR, Moscow. 	adjacent sction of a chromonoma, the 
Cytological properties of inert loci of individual genes being con-
regions and their bedring on the noctod with both of thom.-"Hctorb- 
mochanisna of raosaicism and . 	chronatint 1  and !ouchroiiatin" are not 
chromosome ’rearrangement. 	p’esent Lh.s . specific substances in 

- 	in original DIS) 	chroiaosois, but any chromosome. section can assuito a 	 or 
"euchromatic" condition. An intimate 

conjugation of chromoxioriata and the presence of thymonucleic acid in 
chronioles only are characteristics of a ’tcuchromatic" condition of a 
chromosome section. A weakening of the conjugational properties of chrom-
onemata and the appearance of thymonucloic acid in chromonomata are 
characteristics of a Ihetorochromatictt condition of a chromosome section. 
As a result, the latter assumes diffuse structure. The euchromatic 
condition is usually characteristic of active sections of chromosomes..  
whereas the regions situatd near the spindle fiber attachments ("inert" 
regions) are more frequently found to be in hotorochromatic condition.--
An aroxiuiation of-a-cuchrcmatio active region of a chromosome to the 
region of the spindle fiber attachment leads to its transformation into a 
heterochromctic region. It can be.made to.rovort again into the ouchromati 
condition by the influence of internal (additional inert regions) or 
external (temperature) factors.--A small heterochroriatic inert region 
inserted between two active regions assumes the ouchronatic condition. AU 
this indicates that chemical processes responsible for the euchromätic or 
hetoroobrordatic condition of a chromosome section are reversible � When in. 
eohromatic condition, inert xegions are incapable ’of inducing a hotro-
chromatic condition in the adjacent sections.--Lt change of the euchromatic 
condition of an active section into the hoterochromatic One is accompanied 
in mosaic strains by a change in the expression of characters contr,oUod 
by .a given chromosome section, this change being most frequently from the 
dominant expression to the recessive one. When the section in question 
again assumes the euchromatic condition (influence of the Y-chromosome,’ 
temperature) the expression of the corresponding character also becomes 
changed and it develops into the dominant form.--Conscqucntly the course of 
deve1opcnt of a given character in a mosaic individual depends at a 

-particular moment not upon the presence or absence of a chromosome section 
Containing certain genes, but upon its definite condition, the latter having 
definite morphological and chemical characteristics.--Inort regions are 
specific chromosome sections containing many loci homologous to one another 
("multiplications"). The mutual attractions of these loci is usually 
described as a non-homologous conjugation of chromosomes.--An investigation 
Of the behavior of di1fcrnt sections of the X-chromosome at con’jug.tion led 
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to the discovery of the presence of 1tinort" regions in the following sec-
tions.: 1111-3,  2B,  30-3C6, 40-7, 7C 3  80, 9B, hA 11CD, 12EF, 15F,  17A, 
19E3-4, 20A-F. In contrast to other parts of the X-chromosome, all sec-
tions mentioned above have a tendency to conjugate with one another.-- 
Distal "inert" regions apparently represent a fundamental feature of the 
primary organization of a chromosome just as the inert regions -located near 
the spindle fiber attachnonts do. The nature of "interstitial inert regions" 
i not clear as yet.--A comparison of th distribution of the best-known 
breaks in the X-chromosome (inversion so 0 , scI4, y3P, WM14, rst3, C1B, dI9, iva, BM2 and nine boaks of the inversions studied by Hoover, 193U; trans... 
locations 	 etc.) with that of the inert regions showed that all 
those breaks had occurred in inert regions or in their itmiodiate vicinity,--
£. study of the distribution of lIl cytologically detected X-chromosome breaks 
obtained in the course of another experi-ment by N.P. Dubinin, V.V. Ithvostova, 
and V.V. Mansurova, clearly showed that the distribution of breaks was not 
at random. . £athough a chraosome can be broken in any point the breaks in 
inert regions are relatively much more frequent than in the active ones. For 
example, 8 breaks were found in l]J, 9 in 11CD, 6 in 19E, etc.; the probab-
ility of chance occurrence of 6 breaks within just one section was in this 
experiraent 0.0010 and that of 8 breaks only 0.00002. The greatest number 
of breaks was found in scticns 11 and 12 whore inert regions represented by 
sections hA, 11CD and 12EF are also clustored.--Tho data obtained load to 
the conclusion that the property of inert regions of conjugating with one 
another must be avcry important factor in the mechanism of chromosome 
rearrangement. The increased breakability of a chromosome in the inert 
regions ("weak spots" being especially characteristic of sect:ions 131 and 
19) is also of importance. It can be due cihor to the peculiarities of 
chemical structure of inert regions, or to a conflict of forces of attraction. 
Both the property of conjugation and the broakability are evidently important 
factors in the Process of. rearrangement and both hypotheses proposed. to’  
account for the process -the independent breaks and the contact one - nay 
be correct The second, however, scorns to the author to be more plausible,--
Most of the frequently mutating genes of the X-chroinosomo are located near 
the iirt regions. Such are:. yl1ow (inert sections 1A-1-3), vhito (inert 
section 303), cut (inert section 70, lozenge (inert section 8c), forked 
(inert section 15F), and bobbed (inert section 200), This does not seem to 
be a more coincidence.. Considering this fact in connection with the 
increased frequency of X-ray mutations in chromosome sections approached to 
inert regions as a result of chromosome rearrangements, and with the somatic 
variability  of characters depending upon genes located in such scefions 
(mosaicism), we are justified in suggesting that the spOntaneous mutability 
of genes is. also somehow rolatôd to their position with respect to inert 
regions. 

Rapoport, 1.1 Inst. of Exiori- 	The changes to ultra-Bar, often found 
mental Biology, Moscow. 	 by Zeleny in Bar stocks, were explained 
Multiple linear repetitions of the in 1923 by Sturtevant and Morgan as a 
Bar gene* 	 doiibl3 repetition of the Bar locus 

caused by unequal crossing-over. New 
proofs of this explanation were given 
by the subsequent investigations of 

Sturtcvant (192-1928). Sturtovant and Thompson did not succeed in their at 
tempts to obtain noro complex repetitions than double Bar, and in order to 
explain this failure Sturtevant assumes that such structures are sterile or 
poorly viable whereas Thompson assumes that the lower limit of thci number of 
facets of the Bar type eye is attained in double Bar and that the addition of 
new Bar genes can diminish the eye no inore,--.4s it is possible to compare 
approximately the action of a definite temperature with that of a definite 
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number of Bar genes, a prognosis of qv.adruplo-’B was made by dotormining the’ 
temperature reactions of Ba.  This prognosis was justified later on.--
However, in view of the posib1e transgression of Bd with Bq  the search for 
Bq was made not in the stock with froc X-chromosomc, but in the Ad stock 
with attached X T 	was assumed that if a BqB female wore. to arise 
following unequal crossing-over in this stock (even not being phenotypically 
different from her BdBd sibs) she could be identified by her B4 B daughters 
Which are bound to arise from oqua3. crossing-over in the progeny of BqBF 
fomalos.�Quadruplo-B was found after 8237  cultures had been investigated 
(with 2-3 females in each culture). The homozygous Bq has 8-12 facets, 
and the hetorozygous 24 facot.--t the beginning the Bq  males  were sterile 
but when the mutation yellow was eliminated fertile Bq males appeared.� 
In extensive exporiments.on uflogualcrossing-ovar in Bq/Bd stock’s oxtuple-B 
was found with 17. facets in BS/+ hotorozygotes (no homozygotos wore 
obtaind).__B contains and B5  7 region 16A1-4 in the salivary gland 
chromosome � In extensive experiments on unequal crossing-over in the 
homozygous stock of B,  a crossover female with L. facots was obtained. 
Probably it was a hotorozygous octuplo B. This female left no progeny,-- 
The structure jfra_B’j 19 facets and a fourfold repetition of a now 
aflelor.iorph of B with 8 facets was obtained. Structures similar to Bd ,, Bq 
etc. may be looked upon as a special kind of chromosome aberrations. The 
linear repetitions of B are instances of experimental iolymery. The 
position effect which was found by Sturtevant does not increase in more 
complex Bar structures. An analysis  of tho curves which characterize the 
nuer of facets in different B structures shows that dach doubling, each 
mu 	 iv multiple increase of the number of B genes inhibits one or two disions of 
the facet forming coils. The coefficient of dominance of different B 
structures has been determined. The ,  reduction of occeili in.Bq has been 
invostigatod in connection with the problem of tho field of action of a 
gene � The frequency of crossing-over on ti)c distal and proxiria1 limits of 
Bq repetitions has proved to be equal which gives some genetical data on 
on the dynamics of conjugation along the chriosomc..--Unequal crossing-over 
between different alleiomorph of Bar has also boon invostigated.--Non-
crossQver reversions of a now B afloiomorph caused by a mutability-
increasing gone have been. studied. On the basis of the data obtained, it 
is possible to think of the changes of B as not affected by alteration of 
gene balance, because in the structures which retain several insertions of 
L6t l-i the character B disappears after such a nitation although the g= 
balance remains intact.�X-rays (more than 20,000 individuals from 
irradiated fBBx/1. females were studied) did not cause unequal crossing-over 
between sister chromatids � In order to elucidate the Droblom of the 
simultaneous mutation of neighboring genes the effect of X-rays on the Bq 
Structure was studied. Simultaneous reverse mutations in the four regions 
Df B did not appear. Simultaneous changes in two regions wore found and 
are most frequently a result of the positi -x effect, but not of a 
Simultaneous mutation � --In general the B locus shows changes both of the 
Utat&on and of position effect typos and there is no ground for oxp1ain.ng 
all the changes by either of thom.--In view of a number of traits common 
bo Bar and Hairy wing, an investigation of unequal crossing-over and a 
YiOlogica1 invostigation wore carried out in the stock y Hw. Unequal 

3rossing...ovor does not occur,  but a duplication was found in the salivary 
lands, 
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Sacharov, W. L, Inst. of Experi- 	In a nuier of papers (1935, 1936, 
mental Biol., Moscow. 	 1938) the author has expressed his 
The mutation process in ageing sperm point of view that external mutation 
of D. melanogastor and the problem 	factors cannot be looked upon as 
of the specificity of the action 	"action accelerators" only. The 
of the factors of mutation, 	 question arose as to the specificity 

of the action of external factors, 
which roxæa ins latent in the qualita- 
tive peculiarities of the mutation 
process. The cytogenetic study of 

lethal mutations occurring (1) under the aótibn of X-rays, (2) spontaneously 
and under the action of chemical factors, showed that the second are devoid 
of those chromosome aberrations which characterize the first. However, it 
was necessary to obtain material on spontaieous lothals arising in mature 
sperm in order to show that the character of the ,  mutation process depends not 
only on external factors but on the peculiarities of those stages at which 
they, occur. The author chose, the mutational action of ageing sperms C1B 
females fertilized by forked males were isolated from the malOs � The experi-
mental and control flies were obtained from the same females, the only 
difference being that the control consisted of eggs laid during the first days 
after the female was inseminated while the experimental cgs were laid 30 days 
and often longer after insemination. Throughout those 30 days the females 
were placed without the males on a poor diet at 1800.  and were transferred 
later onto a normal diet. 

Table 1 

;Nunber Number 	 Mutations 
of 	i-of ana  

initia11yzed;Lethal Semi- Total Percentage 	Remark 
femalestchromo- 	lethal 

somcs 

Experiment 271 	280I 	18 	6X/ 	2L. O.86.0.l7LX/ Among then-- 

	

� 	 - 	 3 with visible 
mnjfostation. 

Control 	306 	6327 1  11 	L/ 	15 0.237tO.18X/ All L. with 

	

� 	 visible mani- 
__;festation 

iiCCic. O..-U.LeL 

The increase of mutation frequency of  3,6 times (Ratio 3.36) and the 
regularity of the occurrence of mutations leave no doubt  that the majority 
of now mutations had occurred in mature sporra.-- cyiogonatic analysis was 
carried out for 21 cases and a small doficionty was established for one 
lethal only; in the other 20 cases no cytological changes were found. 
Lethal and semilethal mutations occurring in mature sperm do not differ 
apparently by their structure from the general group of spontaneous muta-
tions which might have occurred at all stages of spermatogenosis. Note 
that the majority of gene mutations occurring when the sperm is ageing are 
located on the right side of the chromosome, while spontaneous mutations of 
the usual control (131 lethals) are irregularly arranged along the entire 
chromosome lcngth.--Thc author attaches groat ijrroortence to the accuraulation 
of mutations in agoing sperm. He considers that this process contributes to 
the comprehension of the mutation processes occurring in wild populations, 
At present the author is therefore studying the mutation process in the sperm 
of hibernating males and in the sperm which is retained in the hibernating 
females. Males and fertilized females (io1atcd from each other) wore kept 
at _70C, for several months, Under these conditions the flies remain inunobi1e. 
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The majority of flies perished, a small number of flies survived and gave F2 
when the CIP method was applied. The following results were obtained. 

. : Table 2 
1’unber of in.tiarNumber of hX’Ofl’O- 	 Mutations 

flies 	- so, 	investigated Numnber T’Pircentage 

Hi mating 
from 38tO 	. .’ 
5’Odays 	 179 	j.238 	9 	O.LiO2O.l3 	- 

bornating 	.� 	 . 	 . 	 .. 

62 days 	. 	39 	 1325 	15 	0.38 O,17 

The. invstigatiori was ..carried out on thu Oth generation o the .rorkect. 
stock carefully inbred by the: author, while in table 1 the data are given 
which describe the 50th generation of the sane stock, Note the general 
decrease of the frequency of spontaneous Liutability which has been found 
by other lhvestigathrs 	lyzirg’ the forked stóck 

Siclorov, B I N., Inst. of Expori- In flies carrying the inversion Sc 8 , as 
.Tent 1, Dial., Moscow. 	 well as other aberrations connected with 
A. study of the nature of iftosSi- chromosome breaks in the inert region, a 
cism in the invorsioi scutu8  of mosaic ’ienifebation of genes may be 
ID. molanogaster. 	 noted which, uvii .ng to aberrations, ap- 

proaches the inert substanco. In this 
- 	 inversion inosaicisia for the yellow and 

achate genes is noted. Investiga-
tions on mutatiois caused by ’-raying the 	chrorosomo have led the� 
author to the assumption that mosaieisra is duo to somô kind of hereditary 
change of the y ac loci in the sOma (Sidorov, 1936).. Patterson’s poiritof 
vIew that those changes arc’&1icioncics of the entire loft area of the 
chroinosomewaØ refuted by a number of fact. In order to prove my point of 
view it was necessary to follow. up the spontaneous changes of the y ac 
loci in the ivdrsion sA_-La the progeny of sc 8  males crossed with y so 13 
females,, a groat nnibor of lethal y ac mutations:  was found. The mutations 
arose with a froquaicy of 1:,689 chromosomes. The majority of these 
mutations were caused by rossin-ovor betocn the ’distal region of the 
inert substance in the sbg inversion and the short arm of the Y-chroiadsne. 
Of thc- seven .y  ac matat -i�s only one 1ac1od a piece of the short arm of 
the Y-chromosma on the distal end of the X-chroriosomo. An additional 
class of sc]-3 was uiscovorcd. A special oporimont was undertaken to 
obtain an additional crossover class to the,  fly ac nutat] ons’ 1  hich consists 
of a Y-ehromos ome with a loft end of the X hFofos onto containing the normal 
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Sokolov, N,N., and Dubinin, N.P., 	In the south of USSR, a D.species was 
Tnst. of Experimental Biol., 	 found which was named 1), obscura-3, 
Moscow. 	 The chromosome set of this species con- 
Permanent heterozygoâ ity in 	 tains five pairs of rod-shaped chromo- 
drosophila. 	 somes and one pair of microchromosomes, 

--Forty-one stocks were bred from 
females fertilized in nature and caught 
in Baku and Sukhumi in 1936,. in Sochi, 

Sukhumi and Novorosslisk in 1937, in Simferopol and Sochi in 1938  The investi-
gation of the salivary gland chromosomes showed that every stock contained sever-
al chromosome aberrations. The aberration set was identical in all the popula-
tions.--Thefoflowingchromosome mutations were found in the Sochi population: 

Percentage of stocks 
Chromosome 	Chromosome mutations 	heterozygous for 	 Remark 

vaxl.Ousaberrations 	- 

2 	 Inversion "A" 
3 	Inversion "B" 

Complex rearrangement "A ll 	 91 	 overlapping 
Complex rearrangement "B" 	 100 	 inversion - 

All the stocks from the other populations proved also to be 100 per cent hetero-
zygous for the complex rearrangement in chromosome 5. In spite of inbreeding 
carried out during 7-8 generations no homozygous forms were obtained in the 
overwhelming majority of stocks. However, a cytological study revealed both 
hetero= and homozygous  chromosomes of every pair in the larvae of every given 
generation.--Direct proofs of the existence of a mechanism of balanced lethals 
for one of the chromosomes were obtained in the following way, Among the inbred 
stocks one proved to be homozygous for the chromosome of the fifth pair. The 
stock was used.as analyzer in ,a cytological study of segr egatione One hundred 
and one males taken from several stocks of D, obscura-3 were inbred for seven 
generations and then crossed with females from the stock homozygous fpr the 
chromosome of the fifth pair. One hundred males were heterozygous and only one 
homozygous for the chromosome of the fifth pair.  It is therefore clear that the 
overwhelming majority of individuals is heterozygous for one of the chromosomes. 
It is only exceptionally, possibly through crossing-over, that homozygous indi-
viduals, occur. The homozygous forms apparently perish mostly during the larval 
and pupal stages. II’ this is right, the introduction of a chromosme devoid of 
lethals from a homozygous .stock will disturb the system of balanced lethals and 
will cause the occurrence of homozygous forms among imago. This hypothesis has 
been experimentally proved by us,--The above facts point to the conclusion that 
we are dealing with permanent heterozygotes. At the bottom of this heterozygosi-
ty lies a system of balanced lethals which is connected with intrachromosome 
aberrations, inversions; this points to the difference existing between permanent 
heterozygotes Drosophila and complex Cenothera heterozygotes. Owing to the 
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difficulties connected with catching, the Lu 9  of a neW Drosophila  species 	V  
whose populations are not numerous and whose area of distribution is limited, 
exteflSi investigations have not been carried out. However, our study of wild 
populations from different beauties has given the same results for 3 con-
seut1ve years. The assumption may therefore be made that the peculiarities of 
multiplication observed by us characterize not only the stock studied, but the 
entire spec ies. 	. 	

. 	 V. 

TiniakOV, G.G., Inst. of Experi- 	The first publications on mutable stocks 
mental Biol., Moscow* 	. 	of D. melanoaster apeared in 1937 
A. new case of high spontaneous 	(Plough  5xid Hoithausen,. Demerec, 
mutability in P. melanqgaster0 	Goldschniidt). In 1938,  such a stpck 

Was found in Portugal by Valadares p  and 
the author discovered, in 1938, ahighly 
mutable stock in a. wild population 
caught in the fall of 1937  in Khotkdvo 

(60 km. from Moscow).--The problem of mutable stocks in wild popu1atons is of 
great importance because the existence of these stocks in nature and their pos-
sible reoccurrence in natural populations throws new light on the theoretical 
problems of populations and on the "complicated problems of the nature of the 
mutation process in general. This greatly chanr’es current views as to the pos- 
sible mutation frequency in natural populations-This paper gives some results 
obtained by the author in one mutable stock studied. This mutable stock was 
bred from 5  females and 1 males caught in nature. Till the fall of 1938 this 
stock was bred in mass cultures. The frequency of occurrence of certain: change 
in this stock required additional study � The first investigations showed its 
high mutability. Up to now 50,437  flies have been individually studied among 
them 786 individuals were distinctly changed. The aberrant flies may be divided 
into 108 independent types.;(Tablesl and 2).�The data on the sex chromosome 
are accurate, bec.aase only those characters were taken into account which were 
found in one individual among 60-70 Individuals of a culture. But it 2-3 identi-
cally changed individuals were found (a group or "bundle) all the three changes.. 
were considered as a jingle change. Almost all these mutations found in the sex 
chromosome were identical with corresponding stock mutations.--There may be 
errors in the frequency of occurrence of separate gene mutations in the auto-
somes because it is sometimes difficult to know the moment when heterozygous 
recessives arise. However, the frequency given in the table is in no case hii-
er, but rather lower. In usual wild and laboratory stocks of D. melanogaster 
(Plough and ives,193S) and D.funebris (Sp-3nccr,i93) visible mutations as 
a rule occur per 100,000 flies. The spontaneous frequency of occurrenc of 
visible mutations in our mutable stock therefore is 41 times greater than the 
usual frequency (without recurrent cases). If the recurrent cases ate ’taken 
into account, the frequency of occurrence of visibles will obviously be 313 
times greater than the usual frequency. This frequency of occurrence is there-
fore twice as high as that caused by X-rays. In this mutable stock, too, such 
rare mutations as tetraptera, rotated, aristapedia, etc. were found. Such mu-
tations as lobular wings, wings with an extra radial - veiny  horn-like protru-
sioria on the sided of the body, eighb and four-legged flies, females with sx 
combs, etc,,--are also possibly quite new. The cause of this high mutability 
apparently lies in the occurrence of some kind of autosome factor in this. stock. 
This factor of mutability is not attached to the X-chromosome because often 
Yellow tale’s and Other mutation  occur in: crosses in which both X-chromosómes 
do not come from the mutable stock though the autosomes do. Somatic mutations 
were often observed. Lethal mutations in ’the X-chromosome of the male are con- 
siderably less frequent than the visible mutation,s in other chromosomes.. It is 
noteworthy that mutable stocks are apparently widespread (R.L. Berg, Dusseova 
and Sokolov have found mutable stocks in]). mØlaiiogaster in many places in the 
Ukraine and Crimea(data unpublished)and all these 

V 
 stocks are apparently of the 
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same nature becaus.e they invariably follow the occurrence of yellow, plexus, 
abnormal abdomen, etc. A preliminary cytological analysis of the salivary glands 
of this stock showed that a disturbance in chromosome conjugation, nonhomologous 
conjugation and chromosome reax’rangements (three cases in our preliminary mate-
rial) are often found, The majority of the changes obtained are real mutations,. 
because of the 103 types of changes found 39 have already given stocks breeding 
normally, the majority with 100 per cent manifestation The newly formed stocks 
also continue to mutate, 

Table  
Type and Frequency of Occurrence of Mütations in the Sex Chrpmosome Of. the. 

Mutable Stock among S0,)437 Flies Examined 

No. 	Character of mutation 	 Frequency of.Oocurrence of - Mutation 
rift 

1 yellow -- 57 57 
2 lozenge - 8 8 
3 forked 	 . - 	 - .7  

miniature -- 7 7 
white IL IL 

6 outstretched .. 	 -- 3 	. 
7 ’vermilion -- 2 2 
8 scute -- 2 2 
9 cut -- 2 2 

10 Bar 2. -- 2 
U Notch 	. 1 -- 1 
12 Beaded 1.  

IL 92 96. 

Table  
Type and Frequency of Occurrence of Autosorne Mutations in the Mutable Stock 

anong0,37 Flies Examined 

No. Type of Mutation Frequency of Occurrence of Mutation 
00 Total 

1 black 	- 	. 	 . . 3 27 
2 tetraptera 	 . 3 4 7 
3 brown 2 3 

aristapedia 2 	. 1 3 
S rotated abdomen I. 6 
6 plexus  
7-47 various wing changes 171 	. 122 293 

48-53 various eye changes 38 82 
5-71 various body and head changes 	 65 50 115 
72-83 various bristle changes 51 31 	. 82 

84-91 various leg changes 	. 32 33 65 
295 786. 

Zuitin,LI., PeterhofBiol. Inst. 	During the last ten years, whenever the 
Liiingrad University, Leningrad. 	problem of the environmental factors 
The changes in the environment as 	producing mutations in nature was taken 
the principal external factor inup for consideration, such unusual 
natural mutations. 	 faótors as the radio-active properties 

of the earth, the cosmic radiation, or 
the high tropical temperature, were eom- 
monly assumed to be the most probable 

mutation-producing factors. According to these assumptions cultures of Drosoph-
ila were subjectedto exotic experiments: they were taken down to the depths of 
the earth (Babcock and Collins, 1929; Hanson and Heys, 193), or they were taken 
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high up to the skies (Friesen, 1936; Jonas, 1936 and 1937), or they were 
exposed to the action of high tropical temperature (37 0C) for a more or less 
long time assuming that it is this temperature or some one thereabouts that 
must have the expected positive effect in increasing the rate of mutations 
(Goldschmidt, 1929; Jollos,  1930-1933;  Plough and Ives, 1933-193; Timofeeff-
Ressovsky, 1935; and others). An attempt was also made to find a relationship 
between the Van’t Hoff rule and changes in the rate of mutations. (Muller,1928; 
Timofeeff-Ressovsky, 193; and others),--A few years ago a work was undertaken 

by the author, based on a different assumption, namely that it is the most com-
mon and usual variable ecological factors, such as temperature, humidity, etc. 
incessantly accompanying the entire animal and plant world in its evolution, 
that are capable of producing mutations When they acquire such extreme, more or 
less contrasting, values as are sub-lethal for a given population, acting usual-
ly in two different directions at the same time--both as a mutation -producing 
factor and as a factor of natural selection.--Considering the fact that sudden, 
contrasting changes of temperature are quite widespread throughout the world, 
not only at present but also in the past ages of the earth’s history, the 
experiments planned were undertaken first of all with the temperature factor, 
both in laboratory and in natural surroundings,�These experiments gave quite a 
definite positive answer to the question in consideration, as can be seen from 
the tables published in three preliminary papers by the author (CGR. Acad. 3d. 
USSR, 1937 and 1938). In all the experimental sets a high death rate of the 
developing individuals and a high sterility of survived ones were observed. It 
was found that temperature itself was not the main factor in the effect produced, 
but that it was a more or less sudden and contrasting change from a certain 
usual temperature or thermal regimen to a different unusual one, which brought 
the population to the limits of its vitality, The high sterility of surviving 
individuals indicates that the germ cells also are brought into a sub-lethal 
state by such temperature changes. And one may suppose that the spontaneous 
mutation in constant external conditions, usual for the individual organism, 
can be produced by accidental sub-lethal combinations of physiological micOi-
conditions in a particular mutating cell. No definite relation to the rule of 
Van’t Hoff could be observed in our experiments.--Being conscious of a great 
deal of responsiii1ity for the conclusions made, the author has carried out one 
more experiment, as follows. The laboratory ’normal, 112’ stock with the 
mutation rate 0.173% was brought from Leningrad to Sukhumi in the summer of 1938. 
Here the flies were let out of the vials in an orchard, where they fed on putro- 
fying fruit, and were isolated so that any mixing with the local D melano-
gaster was prevented. During the development of the generation in the experimnnt 
the temperature in the fruit substratum varied from 200  to 300C, while the 
relative humidity varied from 66 to 100 per cent. On account of a high mortali-
ty of the developing flies 620 gametes only could be studied with the C1B 
method. However, 17 of them were found to contain a lethal or semi-lethal 
mutation in the X-chromosome tested in F-i. This makes 274%, or sixteen times 
the percentage observed in the same stoc1 in the control laboratory conditions, 
the difference in percentage being about 10 times its probable error. This 
rate of mutation was higher than that of the local race in the same natural 
conditions, whereas in laboratory conditions the relations are reversed.--The 
effect of humidity on mutation frequency as a factor closely related to l temp-
erature for all the land-dwelling organisms is the object of the author s 
studies at the present time, 


